
Datasheet

Automate patching, 
consolidate security, and patch 
management
Most MSPs try to keep customer systems up to date with security patches, 
but inefficient tools make the process slow and tedious, increasing the 
window for attackers to exploit vulnerabilities.

Bitdefender Patch Management enables you to automate OS and 
Applications patching with fine-grained controls and robust reporting that can 
support compliance requirements. It covers your customers’ entire Windows 
install base - workstations, physical servers, and virtual servers. Thanks to its 
ultra-fast patch scans, support for the largest base of third-party applications, 
granular options, and reliability, Bitdefender Patch Management is a best-in-
class solution that you can rely on. 

By activating the Bitdefender Patch Management add-on in the GravityZone 
Cloud MSP Security platform you will get:

• Fast scan and deploy patches 
Bitdefender Patch Management can scan systems for missing patches 
in seconds and once identified, patches can be quickly deployed using 
automated or manual options. 

• Support for the largest set of third-party applications and Windows, and 
Linux OS 
Easily patch not just Windows and Linux OS but also the most extensive list 
of applications your customers are likely to use. Centralize patching across 
sites, physical and virtual workstations and servers. 

• Improved workflows with flexible automated and managed patching 
Create patch inventory, schedule patch scanning, choose applications 
to patch automatically, vary scheduling for security and non-security 
patches, and postpone reboots. Use Smart Scan to automatically scan new 
applications. 

• Validation, reporting and rollback 
Get confirmation that patches have been applied and receive reports to 
support compliance with external regulations or internal policies. If needed, 
patches can easily be rolled back from GravityZone. 

• Unified agent, policies and reporting for security and patching 
Keep customer systems up to date and consolidate security and patch 
agents, deployment, monitoring and reporting.

At-a-Glance 
GravityZone Patch Management helps 
MSPs reduce the time needed for patching 
and enables them to better protect their 
customers’ systems and applications from 
emerging threats. Bitdefender supports 
Windows OS and the widest range of third-
party applications, prioritization for security 
and non-security patches, and automatic or 
manual deployment to devices anywhere.

Why MSPs choose 
Bitdefender 
• Minimize security risks by drastically 

reducing time to patch critical 
vulnerabilities

• Improve your cyber hygiene and IT team’s 
productivity - automate patch scans, 
deployment, and reporting

• Simplify compliance and patch reporting, 
meet risk management requirements

• Reduce costs by consolidating patch 
management and endpoint security to a 
single vendor and platform

• Improve customer productivity with up-
to-date applications and fewer issues or 
slowdowns

• Grow revenues with a simple MSP 
managed service with monthly licensing 
and aggregated price tiers

GravityZone Patch Management 

“Bitdefender Patch Management 
has been fantastic. If a zero-day 
fix comes out, Bitdefender can 
update the entire organization with 
the latest security patch quickly. 
Patch compliance has gone from 
75 to nearly 99%, Before, it wasn’t 
uncommon for workstations in 
remote locations to go years without 
an update.”

IT Director, 
Archdiocese
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3945 Freedom Circle

Ste 500, Santa Clara

California, 95054, USA

Bitdefender is a cybersecurity leader delivering best-in-class threat prevention, detection, and response solutions worldwide. Guardian 

over millions of consumer, business, and government environments, Bitdefender is one of the industry’s most trusted experts for 

eliminating threats, protecting privacy and data, and enabling cyber resilience. With deep investments in research and development, 

Bitdefender Labs discovers over 400 new threats each minute and validates around 40 billion daily threat queries. The company has 

pioneered breakthrough innovations in antimalware, IoT security, behavioral analytics, and artificial intelligence, and its technology is 

licensed by more than 150 of the world’s most recognized technology brands. Launched in 2001, Bitdefender has customers in 170+ 

countries with offices around the world.

For more information, visit https://www.bitdefender.com.   
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Reduce costs and streamline management and 
reporting
Fully integrated in GravityZone Cloud MSP Security platform, Bitdefender Patch Management keeps operating systems and software 
applications up to date and provides a comprehensive view on the patch status for your managed Windows and Linux endpoints.

The module includes several features, such as on-demand/scheduled patch scanning, automatic/manual patching or missing patch 
reporting.

Contact Bitdefender to talk about Patch Management for MSP today and check out our webpage for more information about Bitdefender 
GravityZone Cloud MSP Security at: https://www.bitdefender.com/business/service-providers-products/cloud-security-msp.html


